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Abstract. Real time hand movement trajectory tracking based on ma-
chine learning approaches may assist the early identification of demen-
tia in ageing Deaf individuals who are users of British Sign Language
(BSL), since there are few clinicians with appropriate communication
skills, and a shortage of sign language interpreters. Unlike other com-
puter vision systems used in dementia stage assessment such as RGB-
D video with the aid of depth camera, activities of daily living (ADL)
monitored by information and communication technologies (ICT) facil-
ities, or X-Ray, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) images fed to machine learning algorithms, the system
developed here focuses on analysing the sign language space envelope
(sign trajectories/depth/speed) and facial expression of deaf individu-
als, using normal 2D videos. In this work, we are interested in providing
a more accurate segmentation of objects of interest in relation to the
background, so that accurate real-time hand trajectories (path of the
trajectory and speed) can be achieved. The paper presents and evaluates
two types of hand movement trajectory models. In the first model, the
hand sign trajectory is tracked by implementing skin colour segmenta-
tion. In the second model, the hand sign trajectory is tracked using Part
Affinity Fields based on the OpenPose Skeleton Model [1, 2]. Compar-
isons of results between the two different models demonstrate that the
second model provides enhanced improvements in terms of tracking ac-
curacy and robustness of tracking. The pattern differences in facial and
trajectory motion data achieved from the presented models will be bene-
ficial not only for screening of deaf individuals for dementia, but also for
assessment of other acquired neurological impairments associated with
motor changes, for example, stroke and Parkinsons disease.
Keywords: Segmentation· Hand Tracking· OpenPose · Sign Language
· Dementia · Time-series Data Analytics
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1 Introduction
Most of the world's developed societies are experiencing an ageing trend in their
populations[3]. Ageing is correlated with increased prevalence of cognitive im-
pairments such as dementia, stroke and Parkinsons disease. With this in mind,
researchers are working urgently to develop effective technological tools that can
help doctors undertake, as precise as possible, early identification of cognitive de-
cline. In order to capture change and to monitor behavioural patterns of ageing
individuals, there have been many studies of patient monitoring and surveillance
with the main focus on using ICT facilities to recognise difficulties with ADL.
[4–9]. The ADL framework, using sensors, Internet of Things (IoT) and other
emerging technologies, provides cost-efficient solutions for in-home or nursing-
home monitoring, and can alert health-care providers to significant changes in
ADL behaviours which may indicate cognitive impairment. With mounting of
ICT facilities, such frameworks usually have a complex structure and need to be
evaluated over an extended period of time to be useful for clinicians to detect
health deterioration in patients.
Improvements in medical imaging quality and the greater availability of brain
imaging data sets have increased opportunities to develop machine learning ap-
proaches for automated detection, classification and quantification of diseases.
Many of these techniques have been applied to the classification of brain MRI
or CT scans, comparing dementia patients to healthy controls, and to distin-
guish different types or stages of dementia and accelerated features of ageing
[10]. As recently addressed in [11], a powerful data-driven machine learning al-
gorithm based on a mixture of linear z-score models is used to identify the exact
form and stage of Alzheimer's disease and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) from
brain scans alone using an MRI image database. However, the use of neuroimag-
ing to diagnose cognitive impairment and dementia relies on the availability of
the advanced hardware and computational power of computing platforms, which
results in a high cost for image interpretation.
With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, deep learning
neural networks have begun to be applied to the automatic detection and clas-
sification of acquired neurological impairments using 3D information acquired
by RGB-D cameras. [12] proposed an automatic computer-assisted cognitive as-
sessment method for older adults using gesture recognition by means of the
Praxis test which is a gesture-based diagnostic test that has been accepted as
diagnostically indicative of cortical pathologies such as Alzheimer’s disease. An
Alzheimer’s patient has to imitate the doctors gestures in doing simple move-
ments such as waving; indicating actions, like going to sleep; rotating hands or
upper body. A Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) coupled with Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) is adopted to jointly perform gesture classification
and fine grained gesture correctness evaluation using an RGB-D gesture video
dataset recorded by Kinect v2. [13] uses a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with
Parametric Bias to detect action anomalies of Alzheimer’s patients. Supervised
learning is used for action recognition by comparing the L2 distance between
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pre-trained action and evaluated action. By detecting anomalous actions which
do not follow the predefined actions, a patient’s dementia stage can be evaluated.
The British Deaf community uses British Sign Language (BSL) as their pre-
ferred language. BSL is a natural language and, like other sign languages, uses
movements of the hands, body and face for linguistic expression. BSL is unre-
lated to English, and has a very different grammar and lexicon. Because there
are few health staff with appropriate language skills, and a shortage of BSL in-
terpreters, the Deaf community receives unequal access to diagnosis and care for
acquired neurological impairments [14], with consequent poorer outcomes and
increased care costs. Inspired by the emerging and innovative technologies de-
scribed above, we propose a method focusing on the analysis of the sign space
envelope (the area in front of the signers upper body and head in which signs are
located) and facial expressions of signers, using normal 2D videos to develop an
automated screening toolkit for dementia in the ageing deaf population, thereby
making possible more efficient use of the limited number of clinicians with ap-
propriate skills and experience in diagnosis in the deaf population and ensuring
early screening and provision of appropriate services and interventions [15].
Clinical observation suggests that there may be differences between signers
with dementia and healthy signers in the envelope of sign space (sign trajecto-
ries/depth/speed) and movements of the face, with signers who have dementia
using restricted sign space and limited facial expression compared to healthy
deaf controls. Therefore the first phase of research is focusing on analysing the
sign space envelope in terms of sign trajectory and sign speed, together with
the facial expressions of deaf individuals, Data on healthy older signers is taken
from standard 2D videos freely available from the BSL Signbank dataset [17] and
compared to those with mild cognitive impairment and early stage dementia to
identify changes in signing associated with dementia.
In this paper, we present two methods of real-time hand trajectory tracking
models deployed in order to obtain the sign space envelope. In the first model,
the hand sign trajectory is tracked by implementing skin colour filtering and
morphology operations, before using contour extraction to track hand blob tra-
jectories based on contour centroids. The second model is based on the OpenPose
library for real time multi-person keypoint detection. The hand movement tra-
jectory is obtained via wrist joint motion trajectories. The curve of the hand
movement trajectory is connected by the location of the wrist joint keypoints
4 or 7 (Figure 3) across sequential video frames. The remainder of this paper
is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the formulation and the methodology
of our pipeline where two methods are evaluated using our datasets. Section 3
presents the experimental analysis, results and discussions. Finally, Section 4
concludes the study and discusses about future work.
2 Methodology
In this work, we are interested in providing a more accurate segmentation of
objects of interest in relation to the background, so that accurate real-time hand
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trajectories (path of the trajectory and speed) can be achieved. These segmented
patches and their associated trajectories and speed of movement will be used in
future work as features in a machine learning model for the classification of the
sign space used by a BSL signer as healthy or atypical. Performance evaluation
of the research work will be based on data sets available from the Deafness
Cognition and Language Research Centre (DCAL) at UCL, which has a range
of video recording of over 500 signers who have volunteered to participate in
research.
Figure 1 shows the pipeline of the two methods we have applied to evaluate
the datasets and future work of the machine learning model. The highlighted
section and the two dashed boxes indicate the two methods for the gesture
tracking given RGB video stream as input. We present results for two different
baselines for feature extraction: one based on image processing methods and
the other on deep learning models. Each method is discussed in more details in
the following sub-sections and for each developed method we assume that the
subjects are in front of the camera with only the upper body visible. The input
to the system is short-term clipped videos.
Fig. 1. The Proposed Pipeline for Dementia Screening
2.1 Datasets
British Sign Language Corpus a collection of video clips of 250 Deaf signers
of BSL from 8 regions of the UK [16]. BSL Cognitive Screen norming data
video interviews with 250 signers aged 50-90, and video recordings of a range of
language and cognitive tasks (picture descriptions and memory tasks). Video
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recordings of case studies of signers with acquired neurological disorders in-
cluding dementia, left- and right-hemisphere stroke, Parkinsons disease, motor
neuron disease and progressive supranuclear palsy. BSL Signbank standard 2D
videos of single lexical signs, from an online sign dictionary [17].
2.2 Colour Filtering Models in HSV/YCrCb/Lab Colour Space
The first model for feature extraction is based on image processing method
by skin colour segmentation. As shown in Figure 2, firstly face detection is per-
formed using Haar cascade classifiers [18] for facial expression analysis. Secondly,
skin colour information is used as a powerful descriptor to identify the human
hands [19, 20], because human skin has a colour distribution that differs signif-
icantly (although not entirely) from background objects. Participants clothes
and background have to be carefully selected to avoid similarity to skin colour.
As both hands and face can be detected due to their colour similarity, but only
hand blob tracking is focused on in the current stage, a rectangular box is drawn
around the face (previously detected by Haar cascade classifiers). The next step
is to apply skin colour thresholds to detect hand location by filtering out the skin
colour distribution characteristics. As an image can be presented in a number of
different colour models, such as HSV, YCrCb and CIELab, multiple colour fil-
tering models with multi-colour thresholds for skin segmentation are used in this
approach. A video frame is converted from RBG format to HSV/YCrCb/Lab
format, before applying the appropriate skin segmentation thresholds.
Fig. 2. Real time Hand Tracking Algorithm Based on Skin Colour Segmentation
RGB to HSV model HSV (Hue Saturation Value) is a model represent-
ing colour space, similar to the RGB (Red Green Blue) colour model. Since the
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Hue channel models the colour type, it is very useful in image processing tasks
that need to segment objects based on colour. Variation in Saturation goes from
unsaturated (representing shades of grey) to fully Saturated (no white compo-
nent). Value channel describes the brightness or intensity of the colour. In our
experiments, the thresholds used for skin segmentation in the HSV model are:
0 ≤ H ≤ 20, 48 ≤ S ≤ 255, 80 ≤ V ≤ 255.
RGB to YCrCb model The video frame is also converted to YCrCb format
for skin segmentation. In the YCrCb model, Y is the Luminance (brightness)
component. Cr (Red-difference) and Cb (Blue-difference), as colour difference
signals, represent the Chrominance component. In our experiments, the thresh-
olds used for skin segmentation in the YCrCb model are: 0 ≤ Y ≤ 255, 133 ≤
Cr ≤ 173, 77 ≤ Cb ≤ 127.
RGB to CIELab model The video frame is also converted from CIELab
format for skin segmentation. Lab colour space is defined by the International
Commission on Illumination. It expresses colour as three numerical values, L
for lightness and a and b for the greenred and blueyellow colour components.
In our experiments, the thresholds used for skin segmentation in the CIELab
model are: 20 ≤ L ≤ 220, 128 ≤ a ≤ 245, 130 ≤ b ≤ 255. In order to measure the
performance between the segmented skin colour region obtained by the three
different colour models and the ground truth, we applied the Srensen Dice
coefficient, as a standard segmentation performance metric, to all three colour
models. The Srensen Dice index, measures the spatial overlap between two
segmentations, the A and B regions (in our case these are the ground truth
image and each segmented image taccording to he three colour models), and is
defined as
Dice =
2 | A ∩B |
| A | + | B | (1)
We also used a second segmentation metric known as the Jaccard similarity
coefficient which measures the number of pixels common to both the ground
truth and the segmented regions, divided by the total number of pixels present
across both regions.
Jaccard =
| A ∩B |
| A ∪B | (2)
After skin colour segmentation, which captures only the values between the
lower and upper thresholds for skin detection, morphology operations are applied
to the binary mask in order to get rid of the noisy specks. This procedure consists
firstly of Erosion (to remove pixels at the boundaries of an object in the image),
followed by Closing (i.e. Dilation followed by Erosion), and Dilation again (to add
pixels to the boundaries of an object in the image). Basically in the morphology
approach, by removing the pixels at the boundaries of an object and adding them
back, small white noisy specks are eroded. Clearer hand blobs are obtained,
as shown in Figure 2. After these steps, contour extraction is applied using
the inbuilt OpenCV function [21]. The output of the contour function is a 2-
dimensional array containing the list of x, y coordinates for all the contours,
an array of points that are part of a curve and have the same pixel intensities.
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Sorting contours by areas helps to extract the largest two contours (i.e. the two
hands). At the same time, by sorting the largest two contours by position using
the x coordinate, both hands are detected from left to right. Then a convex
hull and a normal contour are drawn on the hand contour. Finally the hand
trajectory is tracked by connecting its contour mass centroid, while the tracking
time is recorded for the purpose of sign speed analysis.
2.3 OpenPose Skeleton Model
In the second model, hand movement trajectory tracking is based on the Open-
Pose library. OpenPose, developed by Carnegie Mellon University, is one of the
state-of-the-art methods for human pose estimation. It processes images through
a two-branch multi-stage CNN. The first branch takes the input image and pre-
dicts the possible locations of each keypoint in the image with a confidence score
(the confidence map). The second branch predicts a set of 2D vector fields that
encode the location and orientation of limbs over the image domain (the part
affinity fields). Finally the confidence maps and the affinity fields are parsed by
greedy inference to output the 2D keypoints for all people in the image [1].
OpenPose consists of three different blocks: body/foot detection; hand de-
tection; and face detection. The core block is the combined body/foot keypoint
detector, which provides a 15-,18-, or 25-keypoint body/foot keypoint estima-
tion[22]. The computational performance on body keypoint estimation is invari-
ant to the number of detected people in the image. It can be used on various
platforms, including Ubuntu, Windows and Mac, and also has been implemented
in different deep learning frameworks such as Tensorflow and Torch. In this pa-
per, the hand tracking model implementation is based on the OpenPose Mo-
bilenet Thin model in Tensorflow [23] on the Windows CPU/GPU platform, for
18 keypoints of body part keypoint estimation (including eyes, nose, ears, neck,
shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees and ankles) as shown in Figure 3 [1, 2].
These 18 joint coordinates are able to track limb and body movement in a rapid
and unique way. For our purpose, only 14 upper body part joints of the signer
in the image are outputted from the OpenPose skeleton model, since only the
upper body of a singer is involved in signing. These are: eyes, nose, ears, neck,
shoulders, elbows, wrists, and hips, as illustrated in Figure 4. Wrist keypoints 4
and 7 are utilised for left and right hand tracking respectively, corresponding to
the joints motion trajectory as shown in Figure 4.
3 Evaluation of Results
The results presented in this section are from initial stage data analysis, mainly
based on real time web camera capture of data and standard 2D videos from
BSL Signbank [17]. Section 3.1 evaluates the skin filtering results for different
colour models using video frames from BSL Signbank. To demonstrate the model
capability of hand tracking, section 3.3 uses not only the videos from BSL Sign-
bank but also real time web camera capture data as the input. Hand tracking
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Fig. 3. OpenPose Skeleton 18 Body Joints [1, 2]
Fig. 4. OpenPose Skeleton Model Hand Trajectory Tracking
trajectories from real time web camera capture are compared with ground truth
collected by a magnetic positional tracker (Polhemus 3Space Fastrak tracking in-
strument). For two hand trajectory tracking, the Polhemus tracking instrument
reports the positional coordinates of each hand with 60 updated coordinate
points per second, a static accuracy of 0.08 cm, and resolution of 0.0005 cm/cm
of range as indicated in product specifications [24].
The first hand tracking model (colour segmentation based) was developed and
tested on a desktop machine, 8 GB RAM 3.00 GHz Intel Core i5-4590S CPU
processor. This method was implemented in Python 3.6.5 and OpenCV 3.3.1.
The second hand tracking model (OpenPose skeleton based) was developed and
tested on the same CPU desktop, and on a GPU desktop with two NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080Ti adapter cards and 3.3 GHz Intel Core i9-7900X CPU with
16 GB RAM. The second model was implemented in Tensorflow 1.11, Python
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3.6.5, OpenCV 3.3.1 for the CPU environment and Tensorflow 1.12, Python
3.6.8, OpenCV 3.4.2 for the GPU environment.
3.1 Colour Models Evaluation
Figures 5 and 6 show the skin segmentation comparisons between the different
colour models. In each colour model, the colour thresholds play an important
part in segmentation. For colour thresholds presented in section 2.2, Figures
5 and 6 show that HSV and CIELab outperform the YCrCb colour models,
with better skin filtering results [20] and less error mapping. Table 1 shows
quantitative results for Figure 6 for all three colour models based on the two
segmentation metrics as discussed in section 2.2.
Fig. 5. Comparisons between multiple colour filtering models for skin segmentation
(from left to right: (a) HSV, (b) YCrCb, (c) CIELab)
3.2 Real Time Tracking Trajectory Evaluations
Figure 7 shows 2D hand tracking trajectory results from the real time hand
tracking demo (Figure 2). Three signs, differing in location: CLOUD, PICTURE,
and SAILOR are clearly tracked, based on skin colour segmentation. Figure 8
is the 3D real time hand tracking trajectory. Hands are tracked not only based
on 2D coordinates, but also in time, with the purpose of tracking the speed of
hand movement. In the left hand trajectory (Figure 7 and Figure 8), there is an
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Fig. 6. Different colour models and their associated error map. From left to right col-
umn: Original image, Ground Truth, HSV, CIELab, YCrCb and their associated error
map (green and magenta pixels). Green pixels indicate False Negatives and magenta
pixels indicate False Positives
Table 1. Jaccard and Dice scores for Signing images
Signing Image Colour Models Dice score Jaccard score
1 HSV 0.87508 0.77914
CIELab 0.86467 0.7616
YCrCb 0.70551 0.55474
2 HSV 0.78313 0.64356
CIELab 0.88988 0.8016
YCrCb 0.88428 0.79256
3 HSV 0.88683 0.83695
CIELab 0.83965 0.72362
YCrCb 0.70207 0.54591
4 HSV 0.90132 0.82037
CIELab 0.90239 0.82215
YCrCb 0.86992 0.76978
clear match between 2D and 3D trajectory. Figure 9 shows how speed of hand
motion changes over time in a 2D plot, which gives a clear indication of how
hand movement speed over time (X-axis speed based on 2D coordinate changes,
and Y-axis speed based on 2D coordinates changes). By introducing another
dimension in time (milliseconds), hand movement speed pattern can be easily
identified to analyse acquired neurological impairments associated with motor
symptoms (i.e. slowered movement) such as in Parkinson’s disease. A longer
trajectory within a shorter period shown in the right hand 3D trajectory (green
Diagram in Figure 8) indicates faster hand movement.
Figure 10 are the 2D plot (x-axis vs. time and y-axis vs. time) comparing hand
movement tracking in a Deaf individual with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI)
and a healthy individual. It shows that the MCI signer’s trajectory resembles a
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Fig. 7. 2D Real Time Hand Tracking Trajectory
Fig. 8. 3D Real Time Hand Tracking Trajectory
Fig. 9. 2D Real Time Hand Tracking Trajectory over Time
straight line rather than the up and down trajectory characteristic of a healthy
individual, indicating that the MCI signer produced more static poses/pauses
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during signing. Moreover, the X and Y trajectory lines of the signer with MCI
are closer to each other as a result of a limited sign space envelope.
Fig. 10. 2D Real Time Hand Tracking Trajectory between MCI and Healthy individual
(from left to right: (a) MCI-Left, (b) Healthy-Left, (c) MCI-Right, (d) Healthy-Right)
3.3 Comparisons between Two Tracking Models
In order to compare the two proposed real time hand tracking models, firstly
data from real time web camera capturing were analyzed. The hand tracking
trajectory obtained from the tracking model was then compared with its ground
truth as collected by the Polhemus magnetic tracker. As shown in Figure 11,
two receivers of the magnetic tracker are attached to both wrists and used to
track the ground truth trajectory at the same time as the tracking model per-
forms tracking. So far we are measuring the ground truth and its trajectory
data obtained with each tracking model individually in a qualitative way. Figure
12 shows the differences between the tracking models and the ground truth in
the hand trajectory of the sign DEAF. They clearly indicate that, on the right
figure, the tracking trajectory is closer to its ground truth: that is, the skeleton
tracking model performs better in terms of accuracy.
In order to compare the two proposed real time hand tracking models, videos
of the same signs from BSL Signbank are also applied to each model. Figure 13
and Figure 14 show selected tracking results for the sign FARM. Comparing
the sign trajectories in Figure 13 and in Figure 14, it can be seen that the
OpenPose skeleton model is more accurate with respect to the ground truth
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Fig. 11. Ground Truth Data Collection Setup
Fig. 12. Differences between Trajectory Obtained from Tracking Models and its
Ground Truth
Fig. 13. 2D Sign Tracking Trajectory from Colour Filtering Model
trajectory. Figure 15 takes a closer look at the left hand trajectory of Figure 13.
When in a case where the Haar classifier failed in face detection. This may have
occurred because prominent black features are missing or because the image
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Fig. 14. 2D Sign Tracking Trajectory from OpenPose Skeleton Model
Fig. 15. Analysis of 2D Left Hand Sign Tracking Trajectory from Colour Filtering
Model
is very bright, meaning that the mask could not be drawn on the face as no
face detection bounding box was returned. The face was then detected by skin
segmentation and was sorted as a hand contour due to its size. At the same
time, when two hands were joined together, they were segmented and taken as
a single hand contour. Consequently, the left hand tracking trajectory in Figure
15 is incorrectly connected to the head as highlighted in the blue box. Similarly,
when a face is partially occluded or turnws to the side, a Haar classifier will
fail in detection, and the skin segmentation model will generate an inaccurate
trajectory. Despite the above mentioned drawbacks, the skin segmentation model
is easy to implement, and performs a relatively fast and accurate tracking result
under low operating system requirements.
CNN-based part detection using the OpenPose skeleton model is not influ-
enced by the colour of the background and participants clothing. This makes it
more robust in hand tracking. Figure 14 shows that details of changes in hand
movement are also well tracked. This is because the model uses the wrist joint
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for motion trajectory. Unlike the contour centroid that can be shifted as the
gesture or posture changes, the PAF of the wrist joint is relatively stable.
The performance of the second model relies highly on the system’s computa-
tional capability. In order to have a better knowledge of its tracking performance
in speed, we applied the model in Windows with both a CPU and a GPU. The
system specifications are listed in Table 2. The processing speed of the web cam-
era input is slower than the video input. However, with utilisation of the GPU,
overall performance speeds are greatly improved. In conclusion, the second model
has significantly enhanced tracking accuracy and is more robust in tracking. To
obtain the best performance especially for web camera capture, system compu-
tational capability plays a key role. As low processing capability causes loss of
tracking points, this will add errors to real time trajectory tracking.
Table 2. OpenPose Tracking Model Performance between GPU and CPU
System Specifications Average FPS
CPU Win7, Intel Core CPU@3.00GHz, RAM 8GB 1.2 (Video)
0.9 (Web Camera)
GPU 2 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti, Win10, 60 (Video)
Intel Core CPU@3.30GHz, RAM 16GB 23 (Web Camera)
3.4 Discussion
In this project, we needed to decide on what would be the most promising ap-
proach to pursue in order to maximise the probability of extracting hand gestures
and their trajectories that were as accurate as possible. Not investigating and
comparing the main approaches in this context, would have been detrimental
to the quality of the follow-up process of extraction of high level features from
the related sign envelope. This, in turn, would have affected the quality of in-
terpretation of the information provided by the sign envelope in relation to one
that might be potentially atypical. In that sense, the main two approaches se-
lected for comparison: skin colour filtering and pose (skeleton), can be viewed
as representatives of larger families of algorithmic approaches: image processing
techniques versus pre-trained machine learning (ML) models.
The experiments and comparisons verified that the pre-trained, ML based
model is superior to the image processing one, in several aspects: simplicity in
setting up the experiment, simplicity in capturing hand gesture trajectories as it
is less sensitive to background and environment, increased speed and accuracy
of measurement. Even if pre-trained ML-based models for skin colour filtering
are used, which has not been the case in our methodology and comparisons, the
pose (skeleton) based approach retains its superiority with regard to simplicity in
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setting up the experiment and simplicity in capturing hand gesture trajectories
as it is less sensitive to background and environment.
As far as accuracy is concerned, ground truth data other than the video-
recorded signs have been used. In order to increase trustworthiness in our method-
ological approach and comparisons, tracking data from real participants articu-
lating signs have also been captured as test data to be used for verifying the hy-
pothesis that the pose (skeleton), pre-trained ML-based approach delivers more
accurate hand trajectories. Accuracy is defined as the closest possible trajectory
to the one captured by the hand tracker. This is also based on the assumption
that a tracker’s data trajectories are close to real signs; hence, the use of this
data set as ground truth data. In that sense, the captured trajectories from im-
age processing and the skin colour filtering approach significantly deviated from
the tracker data based trajectories. As pointed out previously, even if such a pre-
trained ML-based, skin colour filtering system does exist or will be developed,
it is unlikely that better accuracy will be achieved, and if so, it would be at
the expense of complexity and intrinsic vulnerability to errors. It is also worth
mentioning that the tracker data have been captured twice, once with each ap-
proach. Hence, for the sake of fairness, we decided to use only the tracker data
corresponding to either the skin colour filtering or pose (skeleton) approach, re-
spectively. An average of the two trajectories could also be drawn and used as
common ground truth data, however, no significant difference with the results
and comparisons will be observed.
Finally, first preliminary comparisons with real patient data has confirmed
the significance of this methodological approach and the comparison results in
identifying the approach delivering most accurate hand trajectories possible.
Although at a very early stage, it appears that there is difference between healthy
Deaf individuals and those with early evidence of mild cognitive impairment.
4 Conclusions
Two types of real time hand movement trajectory tracking models have been
introduced with the aim of enhancing dementia screening in ageing deaf signers
of BSL. In the first model, hand sign trajectory is tracked by implementing skin
colour filtering to track hand blob trajectories based on contour centroids. As an
image can be presented in a number of different colour space models, multiple
colour space filtering models with multi-colour thresholds (HSV/YCrCb/Lab)
for skin segmentation are also addressed, to perform relatively accurate and fast
hand tracking with low platform requirements. The second model is based on
the OpenPose library for real time multi-person keypoint detection. The hand
movement trajectory is obtained via wrist joint motion trajectory. It provides
enhanced tracking accuracy and more robust tracking. To obtain the best per-
formance, system computational capability plays an important role and as such
the implementation has been performed on both CPU and GPU architectures.
Based on the differences in patterns obtained from facial and trajectory motion
data, further research work will implement machine learning and deep neural
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network models (CNN/LSTM/Hybrid) for the incremental improvement of de-
mentia recognition rates. The final screening toolkit will be trained and validated
against behavioural cognitive screening tests designed for users of BSL. As the
proposed system focuses on analysing the sign space envelope and facial expres-
sion of BSL signers using normal 2D videos without requiring any ICT/medical
facilities setup, the proposed system will be more economical, simpler, more
flexible, and more adaptable.
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